
 

CABINET – 1 July 2014    EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF AGENDA ITEM 10 
 
Report title: District Heating Phase 1 
Wards affected: Cabot, Lawrence Hill, Whitchurch Park  
 
District Heating Phase 1 has three parts that occur in separate wards as follows: 
 

 City Centre Part 1 – CABOT Ward 

 Temple – LAWRENCE HILL Ward 

 Rowan – WHITCHURCH PARK Ward  
 
Strategic Director: Nicola Yates 
Report Author: Bill Edrich 
 
RECOMMENDATION for the Mayor’s approval: 
 
Purpose of the report: 
 
This report seeks approval for progressing with the detailed design, procurement and installation 
of the first phase of District Heating (DH) within Bristol. There are three parts to this phase in 
different parts of the city. 
 
RECOMMENDATION for the Mayor’s approval: 
 

1. To proceed with the first phase of DH within Bristol with a total value of £13.74 million 

of which £2.88 million is external funding as set out in this report and in Appendix 1 

(Exempt Appendix by virtue of category 3 of part 1 of Schedule 12(A) to the Local 

Government Act 1972, as amended by section 1 of the Local Authorities (Access to 

Information) order 2006). 

 

2. To delegate authority to the Director of Energy Services  to procure and  implement the 

necessary project management, technical, financial and legal expertise to deliver the 

following three (DH) schemes  

 
1) City Centre - Part 1 
2) Temple  
3) Rowan 
 

3. To delegate to the Director of Energy Services authority to negotiate and award heat 

and power contracts with DH network customers in accordance with the Council’s 

financial regulations and  in accordance with procurement regulations (both European 

Union and Council regulations). 

 
4. For the Director of Finance to approve the necessary borrowing  for the projects under 

the Treasury management strategy following development and review of the final 

projects. 
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5. To delegate authority to the Service Director, Housing Delivery, to use Housing Revenue 

Account (HRA) funds to carry out an Electric Storage to Wet Radiator Heating 

conversion of BCC’s Dove Street social housing blocks. 

That these projects are carried out as soon as possible in order to assist with meeting the 
previously approved European Local Energy Assistance (ELENA) grant leverage requirements. 
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AGENDA ITEM 10 
   

BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL 
CABINET 

1 July 2014 
 

REPORT TITLE: DISTRICT HEATING PHASE 1  
 
Ward(s) affected by this report: 
 
District Heating Phase 1 has three parts that occur in separate wards as follows: 
 

 City Centre -  Part 1 – CABOT Ward 

 Temple – LAWRENCE HILL Ward 

 Rowan – WHITCHURCH PARK Ward  
 
 
Strategic Director:  Nicola Yates 
 
Report author:  Bill Edrich Director of Energy Services 
 
Contact telephone no. 0117 9224991.  
& e-mail address:  bill.edrich@bristol.gov.uk 
 
    
Purpose of the report: 
 
This report seeks approval for progressing with the detailed design, procurement, and installation 
of the first phase of District Heating (DH) within Bristol. There are three parts to this phase in 
different parts of the city. 
 
RECOMMENDATION for the Mayor’s approval: 
 

1. To proceed with the first phase of DH within Bristol with a total value of £13.74 million 

of which £2.88 million is external funding as set out in this report and in Appendix 1 

(Exempt Appendix by virtue of category 3 of part 1 of Schedule 12(A) to the Local 

Government Act 1972, as amended by section 1 of the Local Authorities (Access to 

Information) order 2006). 

 

2. To delegate authority to the Director of Energy Services  to procure and  implement the 

necessary project management, technical, financial and legal expertise to deliver the 

following three DH schemes  

 
1) City Centre - Part 1 
2) Temple  
3) Rowan 
 

3. To delegate to the Director of Energy Services authority to negotiate and award heat 

and power contracts with DH network customers in accordance with the Council’s 
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financial regulations and  in accordance with procurement regulations (both European 

Union and Council regulations). 

 
4. For the Director of Finance to approve the necessary borrowing  for the projects under 

the Treasury management strategy following development and review of the final 

projects. 

 

5. To delegate authority to the Service Director, Housing Delivery, to use HRA funds to 

carry out an Electric Storage to Wet Radiator Heating conversion of BCC’s Dove Street 

social housing blocks. 

That these projects are carried out as soon as possible in order to assist with meeting the 
previously approved European Local Energy Assistance (ELENA) grant leverage requirements.  
 
 
The Proposal: 
 
Background: 
 

1. In February 2010 the Cabinet agreed the Climate Change and Energy Security Framework 

which aims to improve Bristol's energy security and reduce the Council's and City's 

Carbon Dioxide emissions. In that context, an application was submitted to the European 

Investment Bank (EIB) under the ELENA Programme to secure £2.5m of grant funding to 

establish a large scale investment programme of up to £140m. At the time the Council 

committed, in principle, to the establishment of an energy company and delivery of a 

large scale investment programme subject to findings of the technical study programme. 

The ELENA programme has a number of strands, one of which is the implementation of 

city wide district heating. Specific studies have been carried out looking at the viability of 

district heating in the city. 

Bristol City Council Energy Company 
 
2. In fulfilment of the Council’s commitment to establish an Energy Company, the intention 

is for the Energy Company to be established in 2015.  The establishment of the district 

heating networks and how these will support the business plan of the Energy Company 

are integral to the supply and distribution of heat and power to consumers and 

businesses within Bristol. For example, it is proposed that the Energy Company will 

obtain full supply and distribution licences, allowing the Energy Company to enter into 

Power Purchase Agreements for the purchase of electricity to sell to consumers and 

other businesses.    

District Heating and UK Policy 

3. Although totally common place in Europe where it is typical to have 90% of a city on 

district heating networks, much of it municipally owned, the UK has been used to 

providing for its building energy needs on an individual basis with each building having its 

own electricity supply and heating boiler without any reference to neighbouring 
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buildings.  Before the environmental consequences of burning fossil fuels were known 

and while UK sourced fossil fuels were in abundance, this method served the country 

well.  

 

4. However, the UK now needs to reduce and even halt its reliance on fossil fuel in order to 

both help prevent climate change and ensure future generations are not locked into a 

fossil fuel future of rising energy prices and unpredictable supply from increasingly 

unstable parts of the world.    

District and Individual building  

5. Conversions to renewable technologies have, and are being made on an individual 

building basis (in Bristol for example a number of BCC buildings are now being supplied 

by wood fuel). However, a building by building low carbon energy conversion 

programme is not suitable for the majority of buildings in urban areas (due to cost, lack 

of space and heritage issues for example) and does not allow the economies of scale that 

District Heating schemes can deliver where a single Energy Centre can supply multiple 

buildings with low and zero carbon heat and power. 

Experiences of District Heating in Bristol and the UK 

6. District Heating in Bristol: Bristol already has a number of DH schemes owned and 

operated by Housing Delivery. For example the Temple scheme includes the connection 

of two existing DH schemes in the Redcliffe area of Bristol which have been operating 

since the 1960's. Both the Temple and Rowan schemes include either the expansion of 

these networks and/or the utilisation of biomass as a low carbon heat source. 

 

7. Similarly, the University of Bristol and the University Hospital Bristol Foundation Trust 

(UHBFT) were also once connected to a single DH network that was disconnected as the 

heat and power demands of these organisations diverged. 

 

8. District Heating in the UK: Almost all UK cities have already or are investigating the 

installation of DH. Core cities such as Sheffield have invested heavily in DH networks and 

are expanding these networks beyond the City Centre. Leicester, Birmingham, 

Nottingham and Islington have also installed DH networks. 

District Heating and DECC policy and Bristol Action 

9. The Department of Energy & Climate Change has been guiding local authorities to take 

the lead in the development of heat networks. Their first study 2009 showed that in the 

right conditions (typically urban areas) heat networks could “supply up to 14% of the 

UK’s heat demand and be a cost-effective and viable alternative to individual renewable 

technologies while reducing the cost of energy for consumers”.  Support has continued 

with heat mapping and also assistance for development.   
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10. In 2012, BCC was awarded a £2.5 million technical assistance grant under the European 

Investment Bank's European Local Energy Assistance (ELENA) programme to develop 

investment programmes in energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in Bristol 

and the wider sub-region.  An awarded strand of this support was for the development 

of heat networks in Bristol.  The consultancy work that has been procured as part of the 

fulfilment of the ELENA Grant in association with Energy Service Team staff has led to the 

position of seeking approval for the go-ahead of this significant report. In addition, as 

part of the ELENA grant conditions, for every £1 of Grant provided to BCC the European 

Investment Bank (EIB) expect a capital investment in viable projects of £25. By agreeing 

to finance a DH investment of £13.74 million, around 22% of the required investment 

should be achieved by the deadline and assist in meeting the ELENA leverage obligation.  

Overall Plan 
 

11. The aim is to introduce District Heating into many areas of the City, the map below 

shows the current three projects as red Circles and looks forward to later phases with 

diamonds coloured purple. 

 
 

Figure 1: Map of Bristol highlighting proposed DH networks detailed in this Cabinet report 
(red) and proposed networks (purple) 

  
Project Funding and Government/Energy Supplier funding opportunities  

 
12. All three projects to a greater or lesser extent are taking advantage of both government 

funding for low/zero carbon energy supply (the Renewable Heat Incentive) and the 
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governments requirement that large energy suppliers help to fund such projects for 

tenants at risk of becoming fuel poor (Energy Company Obligation). In addition Council 

officers are also in discussion with Salix Financing to explore the possibility of using Salix 

finance to part fund the installation.  

 

13. The Non-Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) is a Government environmental 

programme that provides financial incentives to increase the uptake of renewable heat. 

Once a scheme qualifies for RHI, the RHI tariff is then set for 20 years and is index linked. 

 

14. The Energy Company Obligation (ECO) is an energy efficiency programme introduced by 

the Government in 2013. ECO places legal obligations on the large energy suppliers to 

deliver energy efficiency measures to domestic energy users with a particular focus on 

vulnerable consumer groups and hard-to-treat homes (For further details of BCC’s 

current ECO contract please see Exempt Appendix 1.) 

 

15. Salix Financing provides public sector finance to the public sector at 0% on a revolving 

loan basis to undertake energy efficiency works to reduce carbon emissions and energy 

bills across the public estate, as long as the investments meet specific criteria and pay 

back within 8 years.    

 
Benefits: 

 
16. The general benefits of District Heating are set out in appendix 2 and summarised within 

each description of the individual DH schemes below:  

 

Specific Projects: 
 

1) City Centre Part 1 
 

17. BCC are working in partnership with the University Hospital Bristol Foundation Trust 

(UHBFT) and the University of Bristol to develop the first part of a City Centre District 

Heating network. It is proposed that the first part of the network will be centred on the 

Hospital and University buildings as they are two organisations that are familiar with the 

technology (both already utilise District Heating within their own estate) and like BCC, 

have CO2 reduction targets to meet.  

 
Current Situation 

 
18. UHBFT currently owns and operates a 1MWe Gas CHP (Combined Heat and Power) 

generation plant that produces low cost Heat and Power to the UHBFT campus buildings 

via its own steam network (Heat) and private wire (Power). This CHP plant is close to 

being life expired and will require UHBFT to invest in a new CHP plant or pay a much 

higher price for Energy via the National Grid.  With regard to the University of Bristol, a 

number of their buildings are not supplied by their own DH network and they are 
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interested in connecting these to a BCC DH network that will provide them with reduced 

energy costs and CO2 emissions.  

 
Proposed Scheme 

 
19. BCC are proposing to install, own and operate a 2.6MWe Gas CHP generation plant in the 

UHBFT’s existing energy centre and install a District Heating network to connect the CHP 

plant to adjacent University and BCC owned social housing blocks.  

 
20. The CHP plant will supply Heat and Power to UHBFT at a rate that enables BCC to repay 

its investment (capital & borrowing costs, Operation and Maintenance fees etc.) and 

provide UHBFT with a good level of energy cost savings.   

 
21. The BCC 2.6MWe CHP plant will also produce low cost heat that BCC will distribute via 

the district heating network to its own social housing blocks at Dove St (reducing fuel 

poverty) and adjacent University of Bristol buildings (see Figure 2 below highlighting the 

Energy Centre location (green star) and proposed new District Heating pipe route). 

 

Figure 2. Map of City Centre Part 1 – District Heating Network 
 
 

Greater opportunities for savings 
 

22. The UHBFT has now also decided to look at how heating and services are distributed 

around the hospital. Its current system is currently operated using high temperature 

steam. There are significant energy, cost and CO2 savings from removing a steam 
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system and replacing with a low pressure hot water system LTHW. This will allow a 

larger CHP system to be installed, as all heat demand to the hospital can be met from 

the CHP engine rather than the current situation where steam boilers are still required 

to convert the CHP waste heat to steam.  Costs taken from the hospital’s consultant 

report suggest a larger 4.4MWe Gas CHP can be installed at a similar cost to the BCC 

scheme and coupled with much greater heat and power efficiencies, results in a project 

with even greater commercial viability than currently identified. 

 

23. Initial discussions with Salix  have indicated that they have not excluded the potential 

to joint fund the element that returns savings back to the public sector operational 

costs, i.e. the Hospital and University elements not the Dove Street housing.  

Conversion of the Electric heating in Dove St social housing blocks to a wet radiator heating 
system 
 

24. A number of BCC’s social housing blocks are electrically heated through the use of night 

storage heaters. The electric heating was installed when electricity was thought to be 

‘too cheap to meter’, since then electricity prices have increased significantly in 

comparison to mains gas and many tenants in electrically heated homes are at greater 

risk in becoming fuel poor. Given this, BCC’s Housing Delivery are looking to convert its 

electrically heated blocks to wet radiator heating systems where heat is supplied, via hot 

water heating pipes and radiators, from a single gas boiler. With regard to Dove Street, 

proposed to be one of the first to be converted, this will then enable the blocks to 

connect to the City Centre District Heating network, reducing tenants’ energy costs still 

further. 

 

25. Housing Delivery is also proposing to externally clad the Dove St social housing blocks in 

2016/17. The electric to wet conversion will need to happen after the cladding to ensure 

a heating system is installed that reflects the new level of insulation.  

Timeline 
 

26. Based on the original proposals for a 2.6MWe CHP engine, completion of the Energy 

Centre is planned for January 2016 with DH connections to the University and Dove St 

flats being completed by June 2016.  

 

27. However, additional financial review of the 4.4 MWe CHP engine and desteaming option 

may delay the completion of the outline design work. Moreover should this be the 

scheme that is taken forward; it may also require longer installation times to ensure the 

Hospital is able to meet its vital heating requirements as desteaming of the Hospital 

takes place. 

 
28. Project Benefits 

 Reduced energy costs for Bristol’s Public Sector partners. 
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 Reduce tenant energy bills/help alleviate fuel poverty through the conversion of 

Dove St social housing flats from expensive electric heating to lower cost District 

Heating. 

 Significant reductions in CO2 emissions of around 3,400 tonnes per annum.  

 The first part of a City Centre DH network that will assist Bristol’s move to a low 

Carbon city. 

 A project that will provide long term revenue to BCC through sales of Heat and 

Power. 

 Support to the Energy Company through the ability to purchase electricity from 

the CHP engine for selling to consumers and small businesses.  

 Provide the first critical phase of the city centre network to enable other 

properties such as City Hall to be connected on phase two.  

 

29. Financials 

 A commercial model has been developed by Parsons Brinkerhoff, reviewed by 

BCC Finance, the Carbon Trust, the Hospitals Finance department and due 

diligence consultants, to confirm the project costs and anticipated revenue 

generation and the likely return on investment the project will produce. 

 See Exempt Appendix 1 for financial details. 

 A further report by Parsons Brinkerhoff is also close to completion that will 

provide a more detailed cost breakdown of the Dove St conversion and what 

the energy savings to tenants are likely to be. 

 

Beyond Part 1 
 

30. Once Part 1 is complete, it is intended that a wider City Centre DH network will be 

installed (Part 2) which will connect City Council owned and operated buildings, including 

more social housing, University and commercial buildings resulting in greater reductions 

in CO2 emissions and energy costs across the City. This will be the subject of a further 

report; however an indicative layout for City Centre Part 2 is given below: 
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Figure 3: Indicative City Centre DH Part 2 

 
Next steps  

 
31. A Memorandum of Understanding has been drawn up with UHBFT in order that both 

UHBFT and BCC can share in the benefits of the scheme in an open and fair manner. It is 

anticipated that this will be signed off in June 2014 with a MoU with the University to 

follow. BCC will then carry out  

 Outline Design,  

 Procure a DH network, design, build, operate and maintain. 

 Produce Heat and Power contracts with UHBFT and the University to enable 

construction to commence in 2015/16.    

2) Temple 
 

32. BCC Energy Services identified the St Mary Redcliffe and Temple areas of Bristol as an 

ideal location for a DH network to the South of the City Centre supplying a number of 

BCC social housing blocks, BCC’s new main office building at 100 Temple St and helping 

to meet the Council’s aspirations for the Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone to become a 

Zero Carbon zone.  

Current Situation 
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33. Social Housing blocks in the Redcliffe and Temple area of Bristol are currently supplied by 

two existing Gas boiler District Heating networks while 100 Temple Street is supplied by 

existing on site gas boilers. 

 

Proposed Scheme 

 

34. The Temple scheme will comprise of the following: 

 Connection of the two existing DH networks to form a single DH network. 

 Expansion of the existing DH network to incorporate 100 Temple St office and 

Arena Island. 

 Installation of a 1MW wood chip fuelled biomass boiler within the Broughton House 

plant room that will supply low carbon heat to those buildings connected to this 

Temple network. 

 Alterations to the existing disused ‘coal bunker’ and service area to enable wood 

fuel delivery vehicles in order to minimise disruption to tenants. 

Timeline 
 

35. Detailed design to commissioning of the energy centre is likely to take approximately 12 

months with the start date being dictated by the completion of external wall insulation 

to the Broughton House social housing block. Assuming cladding is completed by June 

2015, an anticipated completion date is June 2016. 

 

36. The Temple to the Temple Quarter Economic Zone (TQEZ) connection will need to form 

part of the Temple Circus alterations as proposed by Highways which is anticipated to 

commence in autumn 2015.   
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Figure 4. Map of Temple DH network highlighting existing DH network (red) and proposed DH 

network (blue and green) 
 

37. Project Benefits 

 Reduction in tenant energy bills to help alleviate fuel poverty. 

 Reduction in CO2 of around 1,300 tonnes per annum through the conversion of 

mains gas to wood fuel heating. 

 Help meet the Mayor’s aspirations for 100 Temple St to become an exemplar low 

carbon office. 

 Enable TQEZ buildings like the Bristol Arena to be supplied with low carbon heat. 

 Deliver an income to BCC through the claiming of the governments Renewable Heat 

Incentive (RHI), which pays biomass boiler owners for the low carbon heat it 

generates. 

 

38. Financials 

See Exempt Appendix 1 for financial details 

 

Next Steps  

39. The following next steps are required to progress the project  

 Confirm ECO (Energy Company Obligation) funding with ECO provider (currently 

under negotiation), - see exempt appendix 1 for details. 

 Carry out tenant stakeholder engagement. In particular for residents of Broughton 

House given they will be the only tenants impacted by wood fuel deliveries, 

anticipated at twice per week. 
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 Confirm, following further design work, the final size and design of installation and 

tender for the Design and Build elements of the project (as well as apply for the 

necessary planning permissions). 

 Interlink the design and installation timeline with the Temple Quarter Economic 

Zone (TQEZ) broadband general purpose duct and Temple Circus transport 

realignment. 

 Once final project costs have been determined confirm the level of energy savings 

to tenants. 

 Confirm with Housing Delivery colleagues the timetable for installation in 

association with the planned external cladding of Broughton and Yeamans social 

housing blocks. 

 
Note on Temple Transmission DH connection 

 
40. The scheme includes the installation of a ‘transmission network’ connection between the 

Temple Energy Centre and Arena Island TQEZ energy centre shown dashed green. This 

will become operational once the TQEZ is built.  

 

41. The installation of a Temple to TQEZ connection has the following benefits: 

 Allows the development of a future larger District Heating network 

(incorporating both the Temple and TQEZ DH networks) allowing for further 

economies of scale and the potential for zero carbon technologies to provide 

Heat and Power to the City, such as Biomass or CHP 

 As the TQEZ Energy Centre is likely to be a Gas CHP engine supplying Heat and 

Power, it could provide low cost and low carbon electricity to buildings on the 

Temple network, reducing energy costs to tenants still further. 

 Support the development of the Energy Company through enabling the energy 

company to purchase electricity for selling to consumers and small businesses in 

Bristol.   

 

42. The reasons to install the Temple to TQEZ connection as part of the Temple schemes are 

as follows: 

 

 BCC Highways are carrying out major alterations to the Temple Circus road 

layout in 2016. By incorporating the DH pipework within the Temple Circus works 

will enable common installation and reduce the costs of both BCC projects.  

 

 Laying the DH pipe as part of the Temple Circus works will mean only one period 

of traffic disruption to a main Bristol arterial route. Leaving the transmission 

connection to a later date could be up to three times as expensive and create a 

second period of disruption. 
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 There is ‘time limited’ UK government funding available to help finance the 

digital infra-structure scheme (funding of the shared DH and Superfast 

broadband works) 

 

3) Rowan  
 

Current Situation 
 

43. The five social housing Blocks in the Bishport area of the City are currently heated by 

three gas boilers situated within the Rowan House boiler plant supplying heat to the 

adjacent blocks via a small District Heating network. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 – Aerial image of Rowan House and adjacent blocks 
 

Proposed Scheme  
 
44. As part of the replacement of the existing ageing gas boilers with modern plant the 

scheme will also comprise of the following: 

 Installation of 2no. 220kW wood pellet fuelled biomass boilers within the Rowan 
House plant room. 

 Wood pellet silo constructed externally to plant room, 36cu.m net storage that will 
be clad to suit surroundings. 

 Flue route through existing chimney stack which terminates approximately 2m 
above building height. 

Timeline 
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45. Detailed design has already commenced with panning permission and stakeholder 

engagement beginning in Summer 2014, a completion date of March 2015 is anticipated. 

 
46. Project Benefits 

 Reduce tenant energy bills to help alleviate fuel poverty. 

 Reduction in CO2 of around 457 tonnes per annum through the conversion of fossil 

fuel to low carbon wood fuel heating. 

 Help meet the City aspirations for climate change action. 

 

47. Financials 

See Exempt Appendix 1 for financial details. 

 

48. Next Steps 

 Confirm ECO funding with ECO provider (currently under negotiation).  

 Confirm final design and size of installation. 

 Carry out tenant stakeholder engagement and tender for the project construction 

elements and apply for the necessary planning requirements. 

 

Consultation and scrutiny input: 
 
a. Internal consultation: 
  

 Energy Service personal 

 Landlord Services 

 Legal 

 Finance 

 Procurement 

 HR 

 Property 

External consultation: 
 

 UHBFT 

 Carbon Trust 

 Consultants Parsons Brinkerhoff 

 Consultants Sustainable Energy Ltd 

 
Other options considered: 
 
The proposals put forward in this paper for the City Centre Part 1 and Temple schemes are the 
result of extensive research and analysis to enable the beginning of our city wide district heating 
network, which would allow extension and development.  
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Risk management / assessment:  
 

FIGURE 1 
The risks associated with the implementation of the (subject) decision : 

No
. 

RISK 
 
 
Threat to achievement of 
the key objectives of the 
report 

INHERENT RISK 
 
(Before 
controls) 

RISK CONTROL MEASURES 
 
 
Mitigation (i.e. controls) and 
Evaluation (i.e. effectiveness 
of mitigation). 

CURRENT  
RISK 

 
(After 
controls) 

RISK 
OWNER 

Impac
t 

Probabi
lity 

Impa
ct 

Probabi
lity 1 Loss of DH key partner(s) 

(City Centre Only)  
The City Centre DH 
scheme requires 
significant buy-in from the 
University Hospitals 
Bristol Foundation Trust 
(UHBFT) as the major heat 
customer and the owner 
of the Energy Centre. A 
Memorandums of 
Understanding is currently 
at the signature stage but 
as an independent 
organisation, UHBFT could 
decide to pull out of the 
scheme.  Similarly the 
University of Bristol is also 
a key partner but the 
impact of them pulling out 
while serious is less 
harmful. 

High Mediu
m 

BCC Energy Services has 
established a strong working 
relationship and regular 
stakeholder meetings with 
UHBFT in order that the 
project meets the needs of 
both BCC and UHBFT. 
Similarly BCC are working with 
the University of Bristol to 
ensure the scheme also meets 
their needs. 

High Low Paul 
Barker 

2 Increased project costs. 
Project costs could 
increase as the DH 
schemes move from 
feasibility to installation 
resulting in a reduced 
financially viable 
scheme(s).  

High High As well as employing 
experienced DH design 
consultants, BCC has also 
employed the Carbon Trust to 
oversee the DH programme.  
In addition UHBFT have also 
provided significant human 
resource to the project, 
resulting in a combined 
project board for the delivery 
of this scheme. 
In addition, by delivering a 
suite of DH schemes, cross 
subsidisation of schemes can 
occur resulting in a more 
favourable IRR than individual 
schemes. 

Med
ium 

Mediu
m 

Paul 
Barker 

3 Changes to Energy 
Supplier ECO Grant. 
(Rowan and Temple 
schemes only).  
BCC has received an ECO 
offer from an Energy 
Supplier that will be used 

High Low Given that the government 
has previously amended the 
ECO rules and requirements it 
could be argued that they are 
unlikely to revisit this again. 
However there is limited 
action we can carry out to 

High Low Paul 
Barker 
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to finance the Rowan and 
Temple schemes. Given 
that the UK government 
previously amended the 
rules and requirements 
for ECO grants in October 
’13 there is a risk that this 
may happen again before 
the DH schemes have 
been completed and the 
ECO funding paid. Should 
the ECO grant be reduced 
this will reduce the 
financial viability of the 
schemes . 

reduce this risk or its impact, 
other than ensuring that pace 
is maintained throughout all 
stages of the project, so that 
the project does not drift.  
This suite of projects is one of 
four principal energy capital 
projects for the council with 
monthly progress reporting at 
Director level.   This will assist 
in reducing the opportunity of 
drift and slippage.   

4 Changes to Government 
tariff incomes for 
Renewable Heat (Rowan 
and Temple Schemes 
only). The Rowan and 
Temple schemes, once 
completed, will receive 
guaranteed quarterly 
payments from the 
government due to the 
use of wood fuel. This 
Renewable Heat Incentive 
(RHI) is guaranteed for 20 
years but the government 
are considering reducing 
the tariffs paid. 

Medi
um 

Mediu
m 

In the case of the Rowan DH 
project, a change in RHI 
income will only reduce the 
revenue provided to BCC 
rather than the viability of the 
project as ECO funding is 
anticipated to cover the full 
project cost. 
In the case of Temple, a 
reduction in RHI income will 
reduce the projects IRR. 
(The City Centre Scheme is 
not reliant on either ECO 
grant or RHI payments). 

Med
ium 

Mediu
m 

 

5 DH networks and 
Highways. (Temple 
scheme only) 
DH requires underground 
mains to be installed 
typically under Highways. 
In the Temple scheme, it 
will require working with 
Highways to ensure 
pipework is installed as 
part of the Temple Circus 
infrastructure changes.  

Medi
um 

High BCC are currently carrying out 
DH network route design for 
the Temple scheme to ensure 
a DH design can be 
incorporated into BCC 
Highway’s proposals for 
Temple Circus. 

   

 
 

FIGURE 2 
The risks associated with not implementing the (subject) decision:  

No
. 

RISK 
 
 
Threat to achievement of 
the key objectives of the 
report 

INHERENT 
RISK 

 
(Before 
controls) 

RISK CONTROL MEASURES 
 
 
Mitigation (i.e. controls) and 
Evaluation (i.e. effectiveness 
of mitigation). 

CURRENT 
RISK 

 
(After 
controls) 

RISK OWNER 

Imp
act 

Probab
ility 

Imp
act 

Proba
bility 1 Bristol unlikely to become 

a Low Carbon city. 
District Heating is a vital 

Hig
h 

High Other low or zero Carbon 
technologies can be 
retrofitted to older, inefficient 

High  Mediu
m 
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element of any City’s drive 
to become a Low Carbon 
city. In regards to City 
Centres where old and 
often inefficient buildings 
are typical, it is often the 
only method as 
retrofitting other low or 
zero carbon technologies 
is neither financially viable 
nor aesthetically 
acceptable. Not installing 
DH networks therefore 
conflicts with Bristol’s 
Green Capital credentials. 

building i.e. Solar PV panels 
but they often contribute a 
small percentage of the 
buildings energy use.  

2 Rising fossil fuel costs. 
Higher energy costs for 
social housing tenants 
(increasing the risk of fuel 
poverty) and BCC where 
buildings remain supplied 
by fossil fuel. 

Hig
h 

High It is anticipated that fossil fuel 
costs will continue to rise; 
Moreover, the UK government 
is likely to increase its use of 
Carbon taxation to reduce the 
use of Fossil fuels, increasing 
energy prices further. If BCC 
want to reduce the impact of 
these rises on its fuel poor 
tenants without developing 
low carbon DH networks the 
alternative will be to subsidise 
energy costs for these 
vulnerable groups. 

   

3 Security of supply. 
Fossil fuels are typically 
imported from politically 
unstable parts of the 
world including Russia and 
the Middle East. By 
developing DH networks 
that are able to utilise 
alternative energy 
sources, there is reduced 
risk of an interruption in 
an energy supply 
impacting on Bristol’s 
economy and vulnerable 
social groups. 

      

4 Energy Company 
The lack of a district 
heating network and 
ability for the energy 
company to sign power 
purchase agreements for 
any electricity generated 
would impact upon the 
business model of the 
Energy Company.  
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Eco impact assessment: 
 
Please see appendix 3 for the Eco impact assessment. 
 
Public sector equality duties:  
 
Please see appendix 4 for confirmation of little relevance for these proposals. 
 
 
Resource and legal implications: 
 
Finance 
 
Finance Summary    
 
The district heating projects proposed by Energy Services encompass different technologies, 
various potential funding streams with varying terms and conditions and a range of heat and 
power purchasers, both within and external to the Council.  Owing to the complexity the projects 
have not reached a settled state with the City Centre project in particular still taking shape in 
discussion with United Hospital Bristol.  Given the above it is not possible at the moment to 
reliably estimate the revenue implications of these projects.   
 
However, the financial modelling undertaken to date suggests that in principle there is the 
potential for the projects to cover associated prudential borrowing costs and generate surpluses if 
they are well structured from the Council’s perspective, for example protecting the Council from 
fluctuations in heat and power demand that could otherwise deteriorate project revenues.  The 
Council needs to have a clear understanding of the risk to project revenues and costs and use this 
to inform the level of surpluses the project needs to generate in order to protect its ability to 
service its prudential borrowing. 
 
Advice given by  Robin Poole  
 
Date   22nd May 2014 
 
Comments from the Corporate Capital Programme Board: 
 
 
c. Legal implications: 
 
This report seeks delegated authority for the Director of Energy Services to proceed with the 
implementation of the District Heating Scheme in accordance with the recommendations set out 
in this report.  
 
The Council should ensure robust procedures and monitoring processes are put in place during the 
implementation of the Scheme.  Any contracts and agreements will need to comply with the 
Council’s procurement regulations and also with European Union procurement regulations and 
the Council will need to obtain legal advice throughout the next stages of the Scheme as it 
progresses. 
 
Advice given by Penny Wilford 
Date   9 May 2014   
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d. Land / property implications:  
 
The City Council is proposing to invest in the city as a whole and as the district heating networks 
pass near existing Bristol City Council buildings operating costs and carbon emissions of these 
facilities will be reduced following the connection to the district heating network. When a building 
is connected that is part of the City Council portfolio there will also be a reduction of Carbon 
Reduction Commitment Tax. 
 
Advice given by  Robert Orrett (Verbal)  
Date   13th May 2014  
 
e. Human resources implications: 
 
All external contractors carrying out work on behalf of the city council, must be committed to 
adhere to BCC employment policies and procedures while undertaking work in the city council 
name 
 
If any additional staff are required for the implementation of this work, must be accompanied by 
clear and detailed workforce requirements for the duration of the programme and be sourced in 
accordance with our recruitment policies and procedures. 
 
 
Advice given by  Alex Holly   People Business Partner 
Date   12th May 2014 
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Appendices: 
 
Appendix 1 - Financial considerations (Exempt Appendix - by virtue of category 3 of part 1 of 
Schedule 12(A) to the Local Government Act 1972, as amended by section 1 of the Local 
Authorities (Access to Information) order 2006). 
Appendix 2 - Benefits of District Heating  
Appendix 3 - Eco Impact Assessment 
Appendix 4 - Equalities Impact Relevance Checks 
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Appendix 2 
 
Benefits of District Heating 
 
Overview  
 
District heating is a system for distributing heat generated in a centralized location for residential 
and commercial heating requirements such as space heating and water heating. The heat is often 
obtained from a co-generation plant burning fossil fuels but increasingly biomass, although 
heat-only boiler stations, geothermal heating, heat pumps and central solar heating are also used. 
District heating plants can provide higher efficiencies and better pollution control than localized 
boilers. According to some research, district heating with combined heat and power (CHPDH) is 
the cheapest method of cutting carbon emissions, and has one of the lowest carbon footprints of 
all fossil generation plants. CHPDH is being developed in Denmark as a store for renewable energy, 
particularly wind electric, that exceeds instantaneous grid demand via the use of heat pumps and 
thermal stores. 
 
 
Diagrammatic representation of district heating from Malmo Sweden showing the range of 
buildings that are interlinked. 
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Outline of UK current Benefits 
 
 

 
 
1. A Combined Heat and Power (CHP) unit is overall far more efficient and therefore costs less 

to operate. 

 
A traditional PowerStation in the UK is very inefficient; there are 5 conversions of energy in the 
process of generating electricity and using it, for example -1. Gas is burnt to provide heat -2. 
Water is heated to produce steam -3. Steam is used to turn a turbine -4. The turbine turns a 
generator -5. The power is distributed through cables.   In all these process there are significant 
losses meaning there is only a 30% to 40% conversion rate the other 60% to 70% of the energy is 
wasted as heat. This is seen in the massive cooling towers at power stations. 
 
The image below from the Combined Heat and Power Association (CHPA) compares the energy 
required for a CHP plant with that for conventional methods of separate heat boiler and electrical 
generator to produce the same output. The large losses from the power station are shown in 
yellow as 165. 
 
Total energy input CHP                  100 power         + 160 heat             + 65 losses = 325 
 
Total energy input Conventional 100 power + 165 losses + 160 heat + 40 losses = 465 
 
This gives a saving of (465-325)/465 = 30% primary energy saving. 
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http://www.chpa.co.uk/what-is-chp_15.html 
Most buildings in the UK have the traditional approach so we spend a lot of money heating our 
buildings whilst in the electricity generation industry it is likely that enough heat is wasted to heat 
all of the UK buildings. 
 
The Carbon Trust has established that as long as a CHP unit is operating at around 4500 hours a 
year a 20% to 30 % cost saving can be achieved. 
 
http://www.carbontrust.com/media/19529/ctv044_introducing_combined_heat_and_power.pdf 
 
2. Cost Reduction. 

Energy prices are expected to rise significantly in this time frame. So making this investment now 
will ensure each organisation are minimising their energy costs over the long term.  
 
The carbon trust has shown that the public sector spends over £2.5 billion each year on energy use 
in England alone. And that an investment of £1.66 billion would reduce this usage by 30%.  
 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130109092117/http:/decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/ta
ckling-climate-change/saving-energy-co2/6922-a-guide-to-financing-energy-efficiency-in-the-publ.
pdf 
 
3. Environmental benefits 

In addition there is a significant reduction in carbon emissions. Reducing carbon emissions brings 
with it additional benefits in reduced environmental taxes. Carbon tax charges can only go up over 
the life time of the project. 
 
“Heat is the single biggest reason we use energy in our society. We use more energy for heating 
(45%) than for transport (40%) or power (15%). The vast majority of our heat is produced by 
burning fossil fuels (around 80% from gas alone), and as a result heat is responsible for around a 
third of the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions. This is unsustainable. If the UK is to play its part in the 
global effort to combat climate change, we will need our buildings to be virtually zero carbon by 
2050. The transformation of heat-generation and heat-use will create new markets and new 
opportunities. It is clear that district heating networks operating as part of a decentralised energy 
system have the potential to supply market competitive low to zero carbon energy in dense urban 
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areas whilst providing long-term flexibility to accommodate new and emerging heat production 
technology and energy sources. 
 
In the UK, a legally binding target was set in the Climate Change Act 2008 to cut UK carbon dioxide 

emissions (CO2) by 80% by 2050 from1990 levels, with at least a 34% reduction to be achieved by 

2020. The UK is also subject to the target included in the 2009 Renewable Energy Directive to 

achieve 15% of its energy consumption from renewable sources by 2020.” 

http://www.londonheatmap.org.uk/Content/uploaded/documents/DH_Manual_for_London_Febr

uary_2013_v1.0.pdf 

4. Financial benefits from Government promotion 

The government has incentivised the operation of CHP by giving a number of cost benefits for 

example: 

 Good quality CHP does not pay the Climate Change Levy on its input fuel or on the 

electricity output which is directly supplied. 

 Budget 2014 now gives complete exemption from the carbon price support for industrial 

CHP. 

 Sites that have to pay Carbon Reduction Commitment do not have to pay this tax on the 

gas input of a CHP only on the self-supplied electricity. 

 For biomass CHP there are additional benefits of Renewable Heat Initiative. 

 There are additional benefits for private sector of capital allowances . 

 

These benefits exist as an indication of the support the technology receives, due to its significant 

benefit of reducing consumption and cutting carbon emissions for the country.  It is a way for the 

government to help meet the countries legally binding carbon reduction targets. 

 

5. Higher Utilisation from a linking of Heat Loads.  

By mixing the high utilisation of a hospital for example with the seasonal / evening usage for 

domestic properties both parties are able to have a better system with longer hours of use to 

make the project more cost effective. 

 

Benefits of Heat linking to other organisations 

 Higher overall demand  

 Smoother aggregate load profile  

 Higher heat sales, stronger economic case  

 Connection of individual buildings that could not justify CHP on their own  

 No need for heating (or chilling) plant in buildings…  

 Less items of plant to buy and maintain  

 Perhaps a larger CHP.  

 
 

Complementary profiles  

 Each building has its own characteristic heat demand profile  

 Generally, some buildings have higher demand during ‘office hours’: offices, schools…  

 While homes tend to have higher demand out of office hours…  26

http://www.londonheatmap.org.uk/Content/uploaded/documents/DH_Manual_for_London_February_2013_v1.0.pdf
http://www.londonheatmap.org.uk/Content/uploaded/documents/DH_Manual_for_London_February_2013_v1.0.pdf


 

 and hospitals have significant demand 24/7  

 Together the profiles tend to be complementary – where there is a lot of heat linking this 

‘load diversity’ can be substantial.  

 
CHP focus DECC Dec 2013. 
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Appendix 3  
Eco Impact Assessment Checklist 

 
 

Title of report: District Heating Phase 1 

Report author: Bill Edrich 

Anticipated date of key decision: 1 July 2014 

Summary of proposals: Installation of district heating at three sites: 
1. Gas Combined Heat and Power in the city centre 
2. Biomass (wood chip) boilers for the Redcliffe estate and 100 Temple St. Office 
3. Biomass (wood pellet) boilers for the Rowan House complex in Hartcliffe 

 

Will the proposal impact 
on... 

Yes/ 
No 

+ive or 
-ive 

If Yes… 

Briefly describe impact Briefly describe Mitigation 
measures. 

Emission of Climate Changing 
Gases? 

Y +ve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-ve 

Installation of CHP and 
biomass boilers will 
significantly reduce 
GHG emissions in 
comparison with 
current arrangements. 
 
Emissions from wood 
fuel deliveries. 
 
Possible increased 
emissions through 
traffic congestion 
generated by 
installation of 
infrastructure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See “Pollution to land, 
water, or air?” 

Bristol's resilience to the 
effects of climate change? 

Y +ve 
 
 
 
 
 
-ve 

Diversified energy 
supply, include private 
electricity supply 
increases resilience. 
 
Disruption to road 
networks (for example 
from flooding) could 
hamper delivery of 
biomass. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Biomass-powered sites will 
have gas-powered backup. 

Consumption of 
non-renewable resources? 

Y +ve 
 
 
 
 

The three schemes will 
reduce the 
consumption of fossil 
fuels. 
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-ve Installation of 
equipment such as 
boiler plant and heat 
mains will require 
non-renewable 
resources. 

Production, recycling or 
disposal of waste 

Y -ve Removal of existing 
plant and equipment 
will create waste. 

Contractors will be 
required to provide details 
of how waste will be 
disposed. 

The appearance of the city? Y ? Some new 
construction will be 
required, for example 
to house boiler plant or 
store wood fuel. 

Any new construction is 
likely to be subject to 
Bristol Planning Policy. 

Pollution to land, water, or 
air? 

Y -ve Combustion of biomass 
creates emissions to 
air. The Redcliffe 
scheme is within the 
Air Quality 
Management Area. 
 
Delivery of biomass by 
road will cause 
emissions from 
transport. On average, 
105/ year for Redcliffe 
and 63/ year for 
Rowan House. 
 
Possible increased 
emissions through 
traffic congestion 
generated by 
installation of 
infrastructure. 
 

Boiler plant and design  will 
be Smoke Control Area 
compliant and subject to 
an Air Quality assessment. 
 
 
Deliveries will be scheduled 
outside of peak congestion 
times in order to minimise 
traffic congestion. 
 
 
 
 
Works will be scheduled 
and planned in order to 
minimise disruption. Advice 
to be taken from Highways 
Dept. 

Wildlife and habitats? Y  The production of 
wood for fuel has the 
potential to degrade 
habitats. 

Central government 
requirements for wood fuel 
supply include evidence 
that wood is produced 
sustainably (from 2015). 

Consulted with: Steve Ransom, Environmental Programme Manager 
 

Summary of impacts and Mitigation - to go into the main Cabinet/ Council Report 

The significant impacts of this proposal are.... 

 A reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions (data taken from consultants’ assessments): 
o City Centre scheme reduced by 3,400 tonnes CO2e per year 
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o Redcliffe Scheme reduced by 1,600 tonnes 
o Rowan House scheme reduced by 450 tonnes 

 Impacts from producing and delivering biomass to two locations 

 Impacts from new infrastructure such as heat mains and boiler plant 
The proposals include the following measures to mitigate the impacts ... 

 Biomass will be sourced in accordance with new government requirements for 
sustainability and sourced from the UK/ Western Europe to minimise transport emissions. 
The council will continue to develop its own local supply from a Wood Fuel station. 

 Fuel deliveries will be scheduled outside of peak times 

 Biomass boilers will be designed to meet the requirements of the Smoke Control Area, 
Building Regulations, and subject to an air quality assessment. 

 
The net effects of the proposals are.... 
Positive 
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Appendix 4  

 
Equalities Impact Relevance Checks 
 
City Centre Part 1  - Bristol City Council Equality Impact Relevance Check  
This tool will identify the equalities relevance of a proposal, and establish whether a 
full Equality Impact Assessment will be required. Please read the guidance prior to completing this 
relevance check.  

What is the proposal? 

Name of proposal District Heating Phase 1 – City Centre Part 1 

Please outline the proposal. This involves installing a combined heat and power Unit 
CHP into the BRI hospital owned and operated by the city 
council. The electricity will feed in to the hospital and the 
heat will be used in the hospital distributed to Dove street 
housing and University of Bristol Buildings. 

What savings will this proposal achieve? The tenant will have significantly lower energy costs for 
the provision of heat.  The project will also achieve carbon 
savings for the country form the reduction of fossil fuels 
from adjacent buildings. and cost savings for all three 
organisations from government funding initiatives.. The 
tenants will now receive heat from a wet heating system 
instead of an electricity system . 

Name of Lead Officer  Bill Edrich 

 

Could your proposal impact citizens with protected characteristics? 
(This includes service users and the wider community) 

Please outline where there may be significant opportunities or positive impacts, and for whom. 

The Tenants will receive cost reductions for the provision of heat to their accommodation. 

Please outline where there may be significant negative impacts, and for whom.  

None 

 

Could your proposal impact staff with protected characteristics? 
(i.e. reduction in posts, changes to working hours or locations, changes in pay) 

Please outline where there may be significant opportunities or positive impacts, and for whom. 

The reduction in cost for the provision of heat is a major benefit. 

Please outline where there may be negative impacts, and for whom.  

None 

Is a full Equality Impact Assessment required?  

Does the proposal have the potential to impact on people with protected characteristics in the 
following ways: 

 access to or participation in a service, 

 levels of representation in our workforce, or 

 reducing quality of life (i.e. health, education, standard of living) ? 
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Temple - Bristol City Council Equality Impact Relevance Check  
This tool will identify the equalities relevance of a proposal, and establish whether a full Equality 
Impact Assessment will be required. Please read the guidance prior to completing this relevance 
check.  

What is the proposal? 

Name of proposal District Heating Phase 1 - Temple 

Please outline the proposal. This is the installation of a biomass boiler in the Redcliff 
estate with the onward transmission of the heat to other 
local buildings including 100 Temple street and with a 
further extension of the pipework to connect up with the 
Arena. 

What savings will this proposal achieve? This will achieve carbon savings. The tenant will continue 
to receive heat as existing. There are wider carbon dioxide 
savings from the reduction of fossil fuels from adjacent 
buildings. There are savings from government funding 
initiatives. 

Name of Lead Officer  Bill Edrich 

 

Could your proposal impact citizens with protected characteristics? 
(This includes service users and the wider community). 

Please outline where there may be significant opportunities or positive impacts, and for whom. 

There are discussions in progress to look at the opportunity for cost reductions for provision of heat to 
tenants. 

Please outline where there may be significant negative impacts, and for whom.  

None 

 

Could your proposal impact staff with protected characteristics? 
(i.e. reduction in posts, changes to working hours or locations, changes in pay). 

Please outline where there may be significant opportunities or positive impacts, and for whom. 

None 

Please outline where there may be negative impacts, and for whom.  

None 

Please indicate yes or no. If the answer is 
yes then a full impact assessment must be 
carried out. If the answer is no, please 
provide a justification.  

No – The project does not affect service access, 
levels of representation or reduce the quality of life.  
It provides a wider positive impact to reduce the 
effects of climate change for the benefit of the 
world which in the wider context will generally 
assist the world poor. 

Service Director sign-off and date: Equalities Officer sign-off and date:  
Andrew McLean 15/05/2014 

Is a full Equality Impact Assessment required?  
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Rowan - Bristol City Council Equality Impact Relevance Check  
This tool will identify the equalities relevance of a proposal, and establish whether a full Equality 
Impact Assessment will be required. Please read the guidance prior to completing this relevance 
check.  

What is the proposal? 

Name of proposal District Heating Phase 1 - Rowan 

Please outline the proposal. Installation of a biomass boiler to replace a gas boiler that 
serves 5 tower blocks 
 

What savings will this proposal achieve? This will achieve carbon savings. The tenant will continue 
to receive heat as existing. 

Name of Lead Officer  Bill Edrich 

 

Could your proposal impact citizens with protected characteristics? 
(This includes service users and the wider community). 

Please outline where there may be significant opportunities or positive impacts, and for whom. 

There are discussions in progress to look at the opportunity for cost reductions for provision of heat to 
tenants. 

Please outline where there may be significant negative impacts, and for whom.  

None 

 

Could your proposal impact staff with protected characteristics? 
(i.e. reduction in posts, changes to working hours or locations, changes in pay) 

Please outline where there may be significant opportunities or positive impacts, and for whom. 

None 

Please outline where there may be negative impacts, and for whom.  

None 

Does the proposal have the potential to impact on people with protected characteristics in the 
following ways: 

 access to or participation in a service, 

 levels of representation in our workforce, or 

 reducing quality of life (i.e. health, education, standard of living) ? 

Please indicate yes or no. If the answer is 
yes then a full impact assessment must be 
carried out. If the answer is no, please 
provide a justification.  

No – The project does not affect service access, 
levels of representation or reduce the quality of life.  
It provides a wider positive impact to reduce the 
effects of climate change for the benefit of the 
world which in the wider context will generally 
assist the world poor. 

Service Director sign-off and date: Equalities Officer sign-off and date:  
Andrew McLean 15/05/2014 

Is a full Equality Impact Assessment required?  
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Does the proposal have the potential to impact on people with protected characteristics in the 
following ways: 

 access to or participation in a service, 

 levels of representation in our workforce, or 

 reducing quality of life (i.e. health, education, standard of living) ? 

Please indicate yes or no. If the answer is 
yes then a full impact assessment must be 
carried out. If the answer is no, please 
provide a justification.  

No – The project does not affect service access, 
levels of representation or reduce the quality of life.  
It provides a wider positive impact to reduce the 
effects of climate change for the benefit of the 
world which in the wider context will generally 
assist the world poor  

Service Director sign-off and date: Equalities Officer sign-off and date:  
Andrew McLean 15/05/2014 
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